
FLOORING SOLUTIONS  
FOR HEALTHCARE
ACUTE AND AMBULATORY CARE



Armstrong offers a variety of choices designed to create an environment that promotes the health and well-being of patients and staff alike. 

The Armstrong portfolio is packed with long lasting, low maintenance products suited to every space, offering:

• Colors and designs that coordinate across categories and include choices to fit any aesthetic, from clean and modern to warm and homey 

• Options that can be heat welded and flash coved for aseptic environments 

• Low-maintenance finishes that protect against scuffs and scratches from heavy foot traffic and rolling loads  

• Resistance to indentations from static loads 

• Innovations like Flip® spray adhesive and the I-Set® Installation System to enable quick and easy installation and replacement 

• Sustainable choices, including linoleum and the industry’s only bio-flooring tile made with rapidly renewable resources  

• Low VOC options that are FloorScore® certified and meet requirements of CDPH Standard Method V1.1-2010, compliant with LEED® EQ Credit 4

Flooring is a high-impact surface and an investment you trust to maintain its original beauty through years of use, with minimal effort spent on 

maintenance. Which is why so many professionals choose, specify and trust Armstrong® products. Our long history of providing products that do 

what we say they will do, and standing behind that promise, is the foundation of the Armstrong brand. 

Historic changes in the healthcare industry are having a profound 

impact on facility design and management. Demographic shifts 

are increasing the need for care, while uncertainty surrounding 

reimbursement protocols has put the focus on cost efficiency and 

the need for lean building and remodeling practices. Smart flooring 

choices not only have the potential to maximize efficiencies through 

faster installation and easy maintenance; they can also improve 

patient satisfaction through noise reduction, a clean appearance, 

and colors and patterns that support a healing environment.

Maximizing value with the right 
floor for every space  

The right choice for your space depends on your budget considerations as well as performance expectations. The following Armstrong flooring collections  

are best suited to hospitals and ambulatory care facilities.

HOM  Homogeneous Sheet 
Medintone™

Medintech®

Medley™ 

HET  Heterogeneous Sheet
Rejuvenations™ 

INS  Inlaid Sheet
Possibilities® Petit Point™

Connection CORLON®

LINO  Linoleum Sheet
LinoArt®

LINO  Linoleum Tile
LinoArt®

LVT  Luxury Vinyl Tile
Natural Creations® 

Parallel™

Natural Creations® with  

I-Set® Installation System

SPC  Specialty  
Safety Zone™ Slip-Retardant Tile

SDT™ Static Dissipative Tile

LAM  Laminate
Architectural Remnants™

Coastal Living® Patina

Rustics™ Premium

Premium Lustre™

Premium 

BIO  Bio-Flooring
Migrations® BBT®

Striations BBT ™

VCT  Vinyl Composition Tile
Raffia™

Excelon® ChromaSpin™

Excelon® Stonetex®

Arteffects®

Excelon® Companion Square®

Standard EXCELON® Imperial® 

Texture RAVE®

Standard EXCELON® Imperial® 

Texture 

Standard EXCELON® MultiColor™

Excelon® Feature™ Tile Insets & Strips

Armstrong floors provide the looks and the performance you depend on to create inspiring spaces in your healthcare facility. Discuss your project with your 

Armstrong representative and use this convenient reference to make notes on the product lines and colors that inspire you.



Maximizing value with the right 
floor for every space  

Lobbies & Waiting Areas
Evidence-based design advocates the use of comforting, homelike 

products to reduce stress. This calming influence is especially important 

in the spaces patients first see, and the areas in which family members 

wait during procedures. Armstrong® options accomplish this without 

sacrificing the durability such busy spaces also require. 

Lobbies & Waiting Areas need 
• Warm, welcoming designs 

• Variety of colors, patterns to facilitate wayfinding  

• Resistance to heavy foot traffic 

• Long life 

• Easy maintenance

Top flooring choices
■  Luxury Vinyl Tile

■  Bio-Flooring

■  Laminate

■  Linoleum

■  Homogeneous Sheet Vinyl 

■  Heterogeneous Sheet Vinyl 

■  Inlaid Sheet Vinyl

Notes: _________________________________________________  
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________

Linoleum

Linoleum

Heterogeneous Sheet Vinyl



Notes: __________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Patient & Exam Rooms
Today’s patient and exam rooms require modern, up-to-date designs 

that are easy to keep looking clean and new. Armstrong offers low-

maintenance floors in colors and patterns that coordinate across 

categories as well as quick installation options that make updates 

simple and keep the look fresh. 

Patient & Exam Rooms need
• Color and design choices to match facility aesthetic 

• Coordinating colors and patterns to support work-flow based design 

• Quick installation options like Flip® spray adhesive and the I-Set®  

   Installation System 

• Indentation resistance 

• Easy maintenance 

• Long life

Top flooring choices
■  Luxury Vinyl Tile

■  Homogeneous Sheet Vinyl 

■  Heterogeneous Sheet Vinyl 

■  Inlaid Sheet Vinyl

■  Bio-Flooring

Homogeneous Sheet Vinyl

Luxury Vinyl Tile

Luxuxy Vinyl Tile



Notes: __________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Food Service Areas
Cafeterias and food service venues are especially tough on floors. 

Armstrong offers inviting designs that provide the high durability, 

stain resistance and easy daily cleaning required by the challenging 

combination of food, beverages and high traffic.

Food Service Areas need
• Warm designs that don’t feel institutional 

• Stain resistance 

• Scratch, scuff and indentation resistance 

• Easy maintenance

Top flooring choices
■  Luxury Vinyl Tile

■  Homogeneous Sheet Vinyl 

■  Heterogeneous Sheet Vinyl 

■  Inlaid Sheet Vinyl

■  Linoleum

■  Bio-Flooring

■  Safety Zone™ Slip-Retardant Tile

Corridors
In addition to standing up to constant foot traffic and rolling loads, 

corridor floors can help reduce the stress of patients and visitors by 

serving as a means of wayfinding. Armstrong offers floors with tough 

scratch- and scuff-resistant finishes in colors and patterns that disguise 

wear, coordinate seamlessly and facilitate navigation.  

Corridors need
• Resistance to heavy foot traffic and rolling loads 

• Variety of colors, patterns to facilitate wayfinding 

• Scuff and scratch resistance 

• Easy maintenance 

• Long life

Top flooring choices
■  Luxury Vinyl Tile

■  Homogeneous Sheet Vinyl 

■  Heterogeneous Sheet Vinyl 

■  Inlaid Sheet Vinyl

■  Linoleum

■  Bio-Flooring

■  Vinyl Composition Tile

Notes: __________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Bio-Flooring

Homogeneous Sheet Vinyl



Procedure &  
Operating Rooms
Cleanability is key in operating rooms as well as pre-op exam and post-

op recovery spaces, which require a sterile environment. Armstrong 

offers a collection of homogeneous sheet floors developed specifically 

for these demanding healthcare spaces.  

Procedure & Operating Rooms need
• Aseptic, sterile environment 

• Heat welded seams with flash coving 

• Resistance to stains from chemical reagents and bodily fluids 

• Resistance to rolling loads 

• Long life 

• Easy maintenance

Top flooring choices
■  Homogeneous Sheet Vinyl (for surgical areas) 

■  Heterogeneous Sheet Vinyl (for pre-op, procedure and recovery areas)

■  Inlaid Sheet Vinyl (for pre-op, procedure and recovery areas) 
Notes: __________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Inlaid Sheet Vinyl

Homogeneous Sheet Vinyl Homogeneous Sheet Vinyl



Notes: __________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Nurses Stations  
& Front Desk Areas
In addition to durability, Armstrong® floors offer colors and designs 

that can maximize comfort and ease stress for busy nursing staff and 

anxious patients in these high-traffic areas that serve as a hub of 

activity within hospitals, clinics and outpatient facilities of all kinds. 

Nurses Stations & Front Desk Areas need
• Resistance to heavy foot traffic and chair casters  

• Comforting designs 

• Long life 

• Quick and easy maintenance

Top flooring choices
■  Luxury Vinyl Tile

■  Homogeneous Sheet Vinyl 

■  Heterogeneous Sheet Vinyl 

■  Inlaid Sheet Vinyl

■  Bio-Flooring

■  Vinyl Composition Tile

Luxury Vinyl Tile

Vinyl Composition Tile Heterogeneous Sheet Vinyl
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